8 Inch

The best scissors
you’ll ever get
to use!

10 Inch

7 Inch

6 Inch

Excellent, long lasting
sharpness– made using
the highest grade
stainless steel!
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- high quality cutting mats from Horn
This new version of our huge cutting mat is tailor made to fit our HILO Mk2 but can
be purchased separately for use on a table of your choice.
High quality, tough, self-healing, 3mm thick and ideal for rotary cutters.

German made
quality!

4 Inch

Hard
wearing, top
quality mat

100cm

5 Inch

Huge Size!

Marked with both
Metric and Imperial
measurements

- Horn rear mounted 3 step sewing machine air-lifter










Now made with a deeper drop (55cmprevious lifter 50cm) and a more powerful gas
lifter to cope with today's larger, taller & heavier
sewing machines.
Versatile fixing ability with multi-hole brackets.
Easier fitment or removal due to its all in one
style.
Smooth & simple to operate lifting operation.
Solid movement on 8 steel ball roller bearings.
Fitted with a position locking screw.
Automatic push-down release mechanism,
(no levers), enabling an easy lifting and storing
operation for your sewing machine.
3 adjustable stop positions.
Durable zinc plated finish on the mast.

Side dimensions

New improved design, made to deal with
today's larger , heavier, taller sewing machines




Front dimensions



33cm
55cm
30.5cm

32cm

19cm
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A1 Size

The best quality mat
you’ll ever use!
A2 Size
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‘A cut above the rest’

Made with a
deeper 55cm
drop & fitted
with a more
powerful gas
lifter! Ideal for
larger sewing
machines like
the Bernina 7
series





Great new easy to work on colour and
now in 2 popular sizes.
Top quality, self-healing, 3mm
thickness , designed for rotary cutters.
Tough, long lasting surface, helps
extend the life of your blades.
Accurate measurements & reversible.
Inches one side, metric on the other.
Made with the highest EN71-3
specifications.
Convenient carrying handle, which
doubles to allow you to hang the mat
for storage.

Double sided- Inches one
side, Metric the other

Horn

Essentials

Professional quality products from
the Horn Essentials range….
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